Additivity of simultaneous masking.
Simultaneous masking functions (signal level at threshold versus masker level) were obtained for equally intense maskers presented individually and in pairs. The signal was a 2.0-kHz sinusoid. The pairs of maskers were (1) two sinusoids with frequencies 1.9 and 2.1 kHz, (2) two narrow bands of noise (50 Hz wide) centered at 1.9 and 2.1 kHz, (3) two narrow bands of noise (50 Hz wide) centered at 1.8 and 1.9 kHz, and (4) the 1.9-kHz sinusoid combined with the narrow band of noise centered at 2.1 kHz. The pairs of maskers produced anywhere from 10 to 17 dB of masking beyond that predicted from the simple sum of the masking produced by the individual maskers. The amount of this "additional masking" was independent of masker level. Adding a continuous low level background noise reduced the amount of additional masking only slightly (approximately 5 dB). The data are consistent with a model in which the effects of the maskers are summed after undergoing independent compressive transformations.